
 

 

University 

Background 

• The Province has committed $180 million for new university facilities in 
Brampton and Milton. 
 

• A Ryerson University and Sheridan College partnership has been identified as proponents for 
the new facility in Brampton. Negotiations between the proponents and Province are ongoing. 

 

Brampton’s Vision for Post Secondary Education 

• Create a centre for education, innovation and collaboration – partnerships between academia, 
businesses, government, thought leaders, students – to develop the skilled workforce of 
tomorrow, to spark new ideas and solutions to the key challenges of today and tomorrow. 

 
• A facility with creative and inspiring spaces for shared services – where students, business and 

the community collide and converge to ignite possibilities, including, library, start-up and 
business incubation opportunities 
 

• Leverage Brampton’s position within Canada’s Innovation Super Corridor 
 
Building Partnerships – Engaging the Federal Government 
 

1. Academic  –  Share our bold vision 
2. Province   –  Understand how our vision is the path to success 
3. Business   –  Share business and academic success through  
   strong industry partnerships 
4. Thought leaders  – Inform our decisions and inspire our passion 

 
• A full federal partner is critical, including funding, to help create our innovative and community-

building projects.  
 

Moving our City Forward 

 

• Brampton is on the cusp of changing the game in the GTA, and in Canada 
 

• A new university facility can be a catalyst to advance other City game changers: 
 

o Significant expansion of a university and associated innovation centres will require 
Riverwalk to unlock development potential downtown 

o Strong Regional Connections and all-day two-way Go service will be needed to move 
people to and from a university destination 

o Increased activity and vitality will spark the development of Urban Centres in Brampton 
o Facilitating Health Partnerships between academia, businesses and governments can 

spark growth and innovation in a key sector for jobs and urban energy 

o And we’re thinking bigger, bolder with a new Planning Vision to become a centre for jobs 
and innovation, a future city and a global leader 
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